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Rise of Right Reactionary and Fascist Forces around the World:

An Evil Consequence of the Imperialist Globalisation
The neo-liberal capitalism with utmost vainness has boasted that there was no alternative to capitalism.
It prescribed the imperialist globalisation as panacea to all social, economic, cultural and political ills
prevalent throughout the world promising that a definite progress is ensured with the so-called globalisation.
But in reality the imperialist globalisation is nothing but the imposition and establishment of the rule
of Financial Capital over the entire world, subjecting the entire human-activity to the will and superexploitation of the finance capital. Owing to the very inherent faulty nature of its economic policies of
capitalism, after 2 ½ of decades of the implementation of the imperialist globalisation, instead of bringing
out progress-material, intellectual and ethical- globalisation policies have not only caused the revival of
reactionary forces in the developed and developing countries, but have also caused the rise of totally
abhorred, fearful fascists forces in the present day world, fueling the ultra-right parties to rise and gain
ground in the world. Reactionary forces throughout the world are raising their ugly head becoming a menace
to the very ideals of internationalism of humanity.
Events for the past 8 years are indicating that reactionary forces are gaining ground and pervading the
globe.
The ruthless and inhuman economic policies adopted by the world finance capital in its endevour of
super exploitation of human and natural resources of the world, leading to the misery of the entire working
class of the world, the spreading of inequality of immense depths among the entire global humanity, raging
of aggressive wars and civil wars, causing abnormal global warming creating water scarcities, pandemic and
other health dangers have goaded the world reactionary forces in to rise. The disruptive technologies, in the
name of fourth revolution that are on the way that could increase the already existing world-wide inequality
and unemployment abnormally have given a fertile ground to the world reactionary and fascist forces to
grow and thrive and gain power.
While the middle - class created by the imperialist globali-sation, that has been presently pushed in
to insecurity and social uncertainty due to robotic technology in forming the breeding ground for reactionary
forces, the working class disheartened and disappointed by the ruthless capitalistic (Financial) attacks and
went in to despondency have been succumbing to the regressive ideas and preaching of reactionary and
fascist forces.
The austerity measures implemented in various countries leading to misery due to huge -cuts in
public services such as education, health care making the lives of the poorest much harder are falling prey
to the preaching and propaganda of the ultra-conservative forces, that migrants are stealing jobs,
impoverishing the communities raising the crime rates and scourge off welfare. With such general
economical terminology the rightist parties are able to spread veiled racist, tribal sentiments among working
people stoking hate against the cheap imported labour skilfully employed by the world financial capital in
gaining its super profits. Instead of targeting the neo-liberal capitalist system and the imperialist international
monetary and trade organisations that have been the cause for the ruin of humanity and its living and
working conditions throughout the globe and those anti-people policies the conser-vative, rightist, reactionary
forces and political parties have been persistently stoking hatred among people on social, religious and
tribal lines dividing the people of the world and diverting their attention from the real culprit and enemy of
the people -the finance capital- under the cover of globalisation with the backing and direction of imperialist
capitalism.
In U.S.A, which proclaims that it was the land of freedoms and a staunch believer in democracy
racism against Afro-Americans in rampant. Brutal attacks against Afro-Americans are gaining momentum,
where an Afro-American is supposed to be the head of the state.
The Republican Party’s presidential candidate Donald Trump is gaining support from voters. There is
surprising ground -swell to Donald Trump and his right-wing dogmatism of intolerance. He has been
successfully attacking Hispanics, Blacks and alien entities like “Chinese”. He is making ultra conservative,
retrograde and belligerent comments on immigrants, minorities and women. The new middle class in America
is rallying around him. On the other hand the Democratic Party presidential candidate Hillary Clinton too
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is proving herself to be in no way a liberal, but the adherent of the establishment that disappointed and
degraded the common people of USA and their aspirations.
In the birth place of democratic ideals and liberal ideals of freedom, equality and fraternity, the Europethe rightist parties are gaining ground. The Brexit is the consequence of the conservative and rightist ideas
implanted in to the toiling people who have been pauperised due to the austerity measures imple-mented in
the E.U. countries.
Sluggish economy and the convulsions created by the influx from war-torn Syria have resulted in
gaining ground to the ultra-right parties across European Union countries. The anti-immigrant, anti-European
union, protectionist national front in France, the far-right Alternative for German party, the anti-immigrant
Freedom party in Austria, Hungarian and Polish right-wingers are the worst consequence of the rule of the
finance capital on the globe.
In Germany again Nazism is gaining ground through Alternative for Germany party. The party is
demanding to stop aid to Greece, to not to allow refugees and migrants. Various protests were conducted
against Islam. Propagating against Islam ideas and opposing Muslims, migrants and refugees. The language
and the ideas propagated by the leaders “patriotic Europeans against Islamisation of West” organisation and
A.F.G party are akin to the language used by Adolf Hitler. They have targeted Islam religion and spreading
hatred and intolerance against Muslims.
Recently in Greece, the parents’ associations in the towns of Fillipi and in Oraikastro, have opposed
the refugee children to attend local schools, by writing a letter to the Education ministry saying “explicitly
and categorically, that they will not accept under any circumstance and without any compromise that the
children of so-called irregular immigrants” attend local schools. “They (the migrant children) come from
another continent with completely different diseases and health conditions, different out-look regarding the
role of family, of women or religion” and their presence would alter the Greek character of the schools”.
“We will not allow religious fanaticism.” They even threatened to occupy the school ground in protest if
refugee-children are allowed to join classes in the school. A few days earlier, the Mayor of Oraikartro town
had called on residents to take the law in to their own hands amid rumours that some refugees were moving
in to houses in the area. That is how the anti-refugee and anti-migrant reactionary opinions have spread
among people of Greece and deep rooted.
In UK after Brexit, racist attacks are on rise. A series of racist incidents occurred in U.K. after Britain’s
decision to leave the E.U., intimidating migrants, telling them they need to go home. Shocking incidents
of abuse directed against polish community have occurred. Graffiti reading like “Leave E.U-no more polish
vermin” is scrawled on polish community center in Hammer Smith London, laminated cards with such
abuse are posted to polish community in Huntington, Cambridge. Anti-racism group Far Right Watch reported
that they recorded over 90 incidents within 3 days ranging from verbal abuse to physical violence. The
economically vulnerable including factory workers, farm labourers and unemployed, who have been
ruined by the imperialist globali-sation policies of world finance capital have succumbed to these racist
ideas and prejudices, who are discontent. According to Scotland Yard commissioner sir Bernard Hogan-How,
the hate crime was increased sharply in the months of June and July (2016), and they are particularly
targeted against Eastern Europeans. Pinchas Goldschmidt, the president of the conference of European
Rabbis, stated that the very survival of Jewish Communities will be thrown in to doubt as the ‘anti-Semitism’
of old Europe, and the extreme right in Europe. He told that anti-Semitism is rampant in European countries.
According to a survey 22% Jews surveyed in nine European countries avoided Jewish events or sites
because they feared for their safety. 40% of the 1,200 Jews surveyed in France said they avoided wearing
symbols that identified them as Jews for fear of anti-Semitic attacks. Such are the bleak conditions existing in
EU, for the survival of humanity.
Even in Denmark, Nether-lands and Austria the far right parties are gaining ground.
In India the BJP backed by reactionary SanghParivar forces has obtained governmental power. The
Hindutva fanatic forces are ruling the roost, entrapping the society and menacing the survival of minorities,
dalits and other oppressed sections of the people. Culture policing and attacks of lumpen gangs in the guise
of GauRakshaks has been rampant. National Chauvinism against Pakistan is being fuelled officially and
hate against Islamism is churned in the guise of ‘fight against terrorism’. Rule by law replaced the Rule of
law. The law is used to attack democratic minded people, activists and the political opponents. That the
Hindusena a Hindutvaorganisation has celebrated Donald Trump’s Birthday, at JantarMantar, Central Delhi
with audio cassettes, balloons, posters and festive clothes in June (2016) and with all fanfare. It clearly
indicates that reactionary forces are on the rise becoming a severe threat to the social fabric of this already
tattering society.
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These developments are the out-come of the world economic crises of 2008, a natural and inevitable
outcome of capitalism ruled by the Finance capital. In other words these regressive developments are the
outcome of the failure of neo-liberal imperialist globalisation that can never be mended by the capitalist
system that has been imposed on the globe by the world finance capital. This is the worst consequence of
imperialist globalisation.
It has also become clear and proved that capitalism in any from can not bring out, progress and
affluence in the lives of the humanity but its inevitable crises only lead to regression, reaction and fascism.
The parliamentary political parties whether be liberal, conservative or left phrase mongering cannot
and will not be an alternative to the devastation and ruin caused by capitalism and communism alone is its
alter-native to bring about equality, progress and universal welfare of highest order to the humankind of
this world.
The world proletariat and working class only by pursuing the scientific class politics that are the basis
for communism shall take up the task destined by history on them and by defeating the rising reactionary
and fascist forces that are a menace to the entire mankind and attain progress for the human-kind in all
spheres of its life.
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